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In the centre of the European Atlantic Axis

›

Biscay is the largest of the three Historical Territories of the Basque Country and its
capital, Bilbao, the main City of Bay of Biscay, Atlantic Arch Europe. The Basque
Country is located in the north of Spain, a strategic country, a confluence of two
continents and an axis of the Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean.

›

›
›
›

A 2,000 km. corridor connecting
more than 10 EU regions
80 million people: 25% of the
population of the euro zone
More than 2 billion euros in GDP:
30-40% of GDP of the euro zone
A corridor between ports: more than
60 ports with total traffic of over
650 million tonnes per year

BASQUE COUNTRY
Biscay

Who we are

› Millenary traditions in the country where we
speak the oldest language in Europe.

› A vibrant cultural scene. High ranking-

festivals and first-class cultural facilities
Beach 10
minutes
away from
city center

Home to
five
different
world
heritage
sites

.

Sports,
gastronomy,
folklore,
festivals…

One of the most advanced regions in the world

›

›

Basque Country is the territory with the highest level of quality of life in Spain
(OECD Source).

Extensive health
infrastructure
that covers the
needs of
citizens through
the Basque
Health ServiceOsakidetza

›

Euskadi has the
lowest dropout
rate for young
people between
18 and 24 years
old (7.7%)

›

One of the safest
territories in
Europe, with a
rate of 39 crimes
per 1,000
inhabitants,
compared to 45
in Spain and 56
on average in the
EU 27

›

Life expectancy
in Basque
Country is 83.6
years old

Talent territory

›

Bilbao is in third place in the world ranking in capacity to retain talent among more
than 150 cities according to the VII Global Talent Competitiveness Index 2020
presented in the World Economic Forum in Davos (Switzerland).

In data

›

Basque Country is a territory of great economic dynamism, which has its own tax
system. It is a strategic point for the business sector, tourism and culture with a
great capacity for attracting talent, innovation and entrepreneurship.

The South of the North & The North of the South

›
›

The most important international
airport of the northern part of the
Iberian Peninsula (AENA)
The largest Atlantic port in Southern
Europe

›
›

Bilbao is the most committed to
sustainable mobility city in the
Spanish State (Greenpeace)
Biscay, transparent territory
recognized and awarded at European
and international level

A place to live with an international projection

›

Bilbao Biscay has one of the world’s
icons of architecture: Guggenheim
Museum Bilbao, which year after
year attracts thousands of visitors to
a city and a territory that combine
dreamlike landscapes, an
internationally renowned
gastronomy and a language and
identity its own.

›

With 55 spaces in Natura 2000
Network, the percentage of
protected areas covers up to 20,5%.
Beach 10 minutes away from city
center, home to four different world
heritage sites, sports, folklore,
festivals...
Every culture expression belongs to
our people.

Unique territory due to stability and legal security

zero uncertainty
taxation serving
productive economy

outstanding qualities

›
›
›
›

Policy of “zero uncertainty”
Proximity and agility
Avoiding double taxation

Transparency

›
›

›

For highly qualified and
talented people
For startups and R+D+I
intensive firms

For investment and
financing

deductions through non
accounting adjustments

›
›
›
›

Tax rate reductions
Tax losses carry
forward

Tax rate
Deductions

Ecosystem of industry

Fostering Talent & Productivity

›

›

Top ranked
country in the EU
in terms of science
and technology
graduates (43%).
Third largest
(€12k) expenditure
per student (after
Denmark and
Austria) in
educational
institutions from
primary to tertiary.
Source: OCDE

Manufacture Oriented R&D&I World Class Ecosystem

Foodtech ecosystem

>

Dynamic foodtech land

›

Biscay has a first level public and private ecosystem for the development of the
food industry. 11 restaurants in Biscay with Michelin stars in 2019, 23 throughout
the Basque Country.

299

19,849

10,3 M €

880,6 M €

Companies

jobs

invested in R&D

Business volume

referring companies

strategic initiatives

›

›
›
›

Basque Culinary Center is a pioneering academic
institution worldwide, created by seven of the top
Basque chefs along with Mondragon University, and
with the involvement of eleven of the most influential
chefs in the world
Azti Tecnalia
Biscay has the reference center in southern Europe
of the European organization EIT Food
Acceleration of “Start-ups” related to agri-food

Basque Culinary Center

›

The Basque Culinary Center is a pioneering academic institution worldwide.
Contains a Faculty of Gastronomic Sciences attached to Mondragon University and
a Centre for Research and Innovation. The main aim is higher education, research,
innovation and promotion of gastronomy and nutrition.

Azti

›

Azti is a specialised technology centre of excellence solutions that respond to the
great challenges of the sea and food value chain. They transform Science into
Sustainable and Healthy Development.

EIT Food

›

›

As one of EIT Food Co-Location Centres, the CLC South was established in Biscay in
2017 to build bridges among leading businesses, universities, research centres,
institutes and the food market. It consists of partners from Italy, Israel and Spain and
of local innovation hubs in Greece, Portugal and Turkey.
EIT Food is Europe’s leading food innovation initiative, working to make the food
system more sustainable, healthy and trusted.

Fiscal advantages

>

Taxation serving productive economy

›

Bizkaia has its own Tax Authority which manages all taxes collected, except
Customs duties, like any country and moreover the Parliament of Bizkaia passes its
own tax laws with a similar autonomy to any other country.

Thanks to this Tax autonomy Bizkaia can implement both economic and tax measures to
establish its own economic ecosystem, globally connected.
Policy of “zero uncertainty”
›

Tax Queries: Bizkaia Tax Authority responds to any query from companies or individual people regarding taxation in
a legally binding way.

›

Pre payment proposals: In the case of complex matters, Bizkaia Tax Authority is committed to calculating correctly
tax benefits and other elements of taxation involved.

Proximity and agility
The Regional Government (Diputación) is a more agile and supportive administration due to the characteristics of the
territory.

Avoiding double taxation
Bizkaia benefits from agreements to avoid double taxation subscribed to by Spain with other countries, especially with
Latin America and Europe.

Transparency
Bizkaia Tax authority (Hacienda Foral) is defined as a TRANSPARENT TAX AUTHORITY (Nº1 2015 ranking of local
council transparency 2015).

Top destination from a tax point of view

›

Bizkaia is a top destination from a tax point of view, specially for companies which
carry out R&D or TI projects and for highly qualified workers

Who can take advantage from the R&D tax benefits
prevailing in the Bizkaia’s tax regulations?
Big corporations which carry out R&D and TI
(Technological Innovation) projects, both, individually
or collectively with other companies. These projects
can be carried out in Bizkaia and any other European or
third country (with certain limitations)

Which are the main advantages of this tax regime?

›

›

Universities and Research centres of big corporations
with a significant amount of investments in R&D or TI
Highly qualified workers, related to R&D or TI
activities, that being resident in other foreign countries
for at least 5 years, render services in Bizkaia

Companies with liquidity interested in benefiting from
tax credits derived from financing operations

Big
Corporations
located in
Bizkaia

›

Possibility of applying R&D tax credits without limit,
being able to apply these tax credits in future fiscal years
if the tax quota of the Company is insufficient in the
fiscal year in which the tax credit was generated.
Possibility of transferring the right to apply the
corresponding R&D tax deductions to the Company that
finances the corresponding Project. Please note that the
ownership of the R&D Project or its outcome is not
transferred.
Bizkaia’s Tax Administration is a close Administration
with foreign companies operating in Bizkaia, which
enables and facilitates the interrelation with it.

The main advantages of this tax regime are described in
the subsequent pages of the present report

R&D deductions

›

Bizkaia enables to apply tax benefits such as the R&D tax deductions to Companies
that carry out these type of projects

Companies engaging in R&D activities are entitled to make the following deduction from their gross tax liabilities:

›
›
›
›
›

›

30% of any expenses incurred in relation to R&D activities during the tax period. In
the event that the R&D expense in any given tax period is higher than the average
of the two preceding periods, the 30% percentage will be applied up to the
aforementioned average and 50% will be applied on the excess.
The companies may deduct an additional 20% regarding personal expenses of
employees exclusively affected to R&D activities and expenses related to
technological and innovation centres.
An additional 10% may be deducted by the Company regarding the expenses
incurred in immovable or material assets (excluding land and Real Estate)
In accordance with Bizkaia’s Corporate Income Tax regulations, companies
undertaking technologic innovation activities are entitled to make the following
deduction from their gross tax liabilities: 15%/20% of any expenses incurred in
relation to technological innovation activities during the tax period.
R&D expenses incurred in any European country might be allocated in the base of
the tax deduction, as well as expenses incurred in third countries (subject to certain
limitations)

In addition, expenses carried out by a third Company on behalf of the taxpayer
might be considered in the calculation of the base of the tax deduction.

Other tax benefits

›

Additionally, it must be highlighted other tax benefits, such as the patent box tax
reduction, which can be appllied by big corporations intensive in R&D activities
Patent box tax deduction

›

›
›

The CIT regulation establishes a 70%
tax reduction over the taxable base of
the income generated for the
transferral of own or self developed
intellectual property or industrial
property, when this transferral does
not revert in the transmitting
company.
This transferral must be temporary
and shall not imply the sale of the
intellectual or industrial property
assets associated.
The industrial or intellectual property
must have been developed by the own
entity or by a non related third party
hired for that specific purpose.

Success cases

›

There are plenty of success cases in this regard, as the one explained below, that
attest the effectiveness of Bizkaia’s tax regime, focused in big corporations that
carry out R&D projects
A foreign corporation establishes a company in
Bizkaia. This company will be intensive in R&D and
TI. The result of this research will after be
transferred to one of the Group companies’
(intensive in manufacturing).
Possible tax implications

1.

The Company located in Bizkaia will be
able to deduct without limit the R&D
expenses according to Bizkaia’s CIT
regulations

2.

The Company located in Bizkaia will
generate income derived from the
temporary transferral of the IP developed
as a consequence of the R&D Project
carried out. In this regard, the transfer
pricing regulations must be taken into
account.

3.

In addition, the Company will be able to
apply a patent box tax reduction to
taxable base generated as a consequence
of the transferral of the IP

Attractive territory for talent

›

In addition, in order to attract talent to the territory, Bizkaia has developed a special
tax regime for highly qualified workers that come to Bizkaia from foreign countries
This tax regime might be applied by highly qualified workers, related to R&D
activities, scientific activities or technical and financial activities that, having resided
over 5 years, render services in Bizkaia (this tax regime will also be applicable to the
husband/wife of the taxpayer and other family members).
The tax regime consists in being taxed under Personal Income Tax only regarding the
income obtained in Spain ( the 85% of the income derived from the rendering of
services of the taxpayer must be rendered in Spain).
This tax regime will be applicable in the years in which the taxpayer moves to Spain
and the subsequent five years.
This tax regime allows to leave exempt the 15% of the work income received by the
taxpayer, certain displacement expenses and the income generated by assets located
in other countries (in this sense, the income must have been taxed in the foreign
country where the asset is located and the country cannot be considered tax heaven).
In addition, the tax regime allows leaving exempt the assets located in foreign
countries for Wealth Tax purposes.

R&D project financing incentives

›

Additionally, those that finance R&D projects are able to benefit from the
corresponding tax incentives, obtaining a profit up to the 20%

How is R&D tax deduction transferred to the financing Company?

›

The companies intensive in R&D activities located in Bizkaia that are trying to find access to financing sources to
perform their projects, are able to subscribe collaboration contracts with companies with liquidity, that are
interested in obtaining tax benefits. The right to apply the R&D tax deduction will be transferred to the financing
Company (limited to the 45% of the tax quota and with a quantitative limit of the 120% of the investment).

›

›

In this sense, the financing
Company will not acquire the
property of the R&D. However,
this tax incentive will foster the
investments in R&D and
facilitates the funding access
for entities without economic
resources.

The application of this regime
will be subject to the approval
of
the
corresponding
Administrations.
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